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Permanent Link to Multi-Sensor, Multi-Network Positioning
2021/06/10
By Ruizhi Chen, Heidi Kuusniemi, Yuwei Chen, Ling Pei, Wei Chen, Jingbin Liu,
Helena Leppäkoski, Jarmo Takala Currently, no single technology, system, or sensor
can provide a positioning solution any time, anywhere. The key is to utilize multiple
technologies. We are now exploring a multi-sensor multi-network (MSMN) approach
for a seamless indoor-outdoor solution. Its hardware platform is described in the
previous article. The digital signal processor (DSP) is embedded in the GPS module.
All sensors are integrated to the DSP that hosts core software for real-time sensor
data acquisition and real-time processing to estimate user location. A smartphone
handset provides wireless network measurements. Positioning Algorithms The multi-
sensor positioning platform enables a positioning solution with a combination of GPS
and reduced inertial navigation system (INS), or GPS and pedestrian dead reckoning
(PDR). The reduced INS consists of a 3D accelerometer and a 2D digital compass, as
a low-cost alternative to augment GNSS positioning. The reduced INS combined with
GPS uses a loosely coupled Kalman filter for data integration, while the combination
of PDR and GPS uses algorithms for estimating the position change with pedestrian
step-length estimation. PDR. The PDR solution uses human physiological
characteristics, implemented in a local-level frame, with equations: where k denotes
the current epoch, Y is the coordinate in East direction, X is the coordinate in North
direction, S is step length, and φ is the heading. The PDR positioning algorithm
includes step detection, step length estimation, determination of heading, and
positioning. To achieve an accurate heading, compass measurements are corrected
with an empirical online estimated error model, which requires some training data.
WLAN and Bluetooth. Figure 1 describes the basic concept of the WLAN or Bluetooth
locating solution using a fingerprint database approach. The circles around the
access point (AP) in the figure represent the radio coverage area and the color the
signal strength. This radio map is a simplified example representing measurements
from just one AP. FIGURE 1. Sample WLAN or Bluetooth fingerprint map, in meters.
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For the fingerprinting approach, the received signal strength indicators (RSSIs) are
the basic observables. The whole process consists of a training phase and a
positioning phase. During the training phase, a radio map of probability distribution
of the received signal strength is constructed for the targeted area. The targeted area
is divided into a matrix of grids, and the central point of each grid is referred to as a
reference point. The probability distribution of the received signal strength at each
reference point is represented by a Weibull function, and the parameters of the
Weibull function are estimated with the limited number of training observation
samples. Based on the constructed radio map, the positioning phase determines the
current location using the measured RSSI observations in real time. Given the
observation vector , the problem is to find the most probable location (l) with the
maximized conditional probability , maximized by Bayesian theorem as: We applied
an assumption of Hidden Markov Models (HMM) to represent the pedestrian
movement process. The locating problem is then translated into finding such a state
sequence (locations) that is most likely to have generated the output sequence (the
measured RSSIs) assuming the given HMM model. The Viterbi algorithm typically
solves these kinds of problems efficiently. This study also utilizes the Viterbi
algorithm to trace the user trajectory. MSMN. The general integration scheme
combining the GPS output, sensor measurements, WLAN, or Bluetooth output, and
their variance estimates is depicted in Figure 2. A simplified representation of the
central filter combining different input sources can be described with typical Kalman
filter equations. The measurement model is zk= Hkxk+vk where the state estimate
vector is , with X, Y, and φ as previously defined, and S the user horizontal velocity
(speed). The measurement vector is given as where g refers to GPS, W to
WLAN/Bluetooth, acc to accelerometer, and dc to digital compass. The matrix Hk is
the design matrix of the system and the vector vk is the measurement error vector.
FIGURE  2. Integration scheme for multi-sensor, multi-network positioning approach
The recursive sequence includes prediction and update steps. The prediction step
includes the typical equations of and while the update step includes Indoor Test
Results A field test has been carried out on a sports field, described in the
accompanying article (see Going 3D). An indoor test was carried out in an office-
building corridor, but the test started and ended in an outdoor terrace area. During
the test, the indoor corridor was covered with eight WLAN and three BT APs. Figure
3 shows the positioning results of the GPS-only (red), Bluetooth-only (black), and
WLAN-only (magenta) solutions; Figure 4 shows that of the integrated multi-sensor
multi-network (MSMN) solution (blue) for an outdoor-indoor-outdoor test. A
reference trajectory is in green in both figures and building outlines in grey. The
position update rate achievable by the WLAN and Bluetooth fingerprinting approach
is only 0.1 Hz whereas the GPS-only and the integrated MSMN solutions are obtained
every second and thus have a higher availability. FIGURE  3. Pedestrian test results
with GPS-only, BT-only, and WLAN-only positioning approaches with respect to a
reference trajectory FIGURE 4. Pedestrian test result with the multi-sensor multi-
network positioning approach with respect to a reference trajectory Figure 5 shows
the horizontal errors obtained with the different positioning solutions over time in the
indoor test. A mean horizontal error of 2.2 meters was achieved with the WLAN
solution. The Bluetooth solution is not as accurate as the WLAN solution, due to the
smaller amount of BT APs; it achieved a mean horizontal error of 5.1 meters. When



moving inside the corridor, the GPS solutions are used for the MSMN integration
only with very low weights due to their poor quality. GPS is mainly used as a source
of location outdoors where the test starts and ends. The mean horizontal error of the
GPS-only solutions during the whole test is 8.4 meters. WLAN- and Bluetooth-derived
locations and the self-contained sensors are the main sources used inside the building
for the MSMN positioning solution: the mean horizontal accuracy o btained with
MSMN is 2.7 meters with a solution availability of 1 Hz. FIGURE 5. Horizontal errors
of GPS-only, BT-only, WLAN-only and the MSMN positioning approaches with respect
to time in the pedestrian indoor test The MSMN solution obviously performs much
better than a GPS-only solution indoors. The track of the pedestrian walking inside
the corridor can be identified clearly, which is not the case with typical approaches of
GPS-only or GPS/low-cost sensors. WLAN fingerprinting provides good position
accuracy indoors, but the MSMN solution provides the best result when taking into
account positioning accuracy and the solution availabilities in both time and space
domains. Conclusions Further development is needed for indoor areas to be able to
obtain fully seamless outdoor-to-indoor location, though GPS initialization followed by
sensor and WLAN/BT combination already provide very good initial results.
Additional sensors and more refined pedestrian-specific algorithms will be added to
further improve the positioning accuracy.
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c110-a05 ac adapter 5v 0.25a i.t.e supply,signal jammers are practically used to
disable a mobile phone’s wi-fi,we hope this list of electrical mini project ideas is more
helpful for many engineering students,sony pcga-ac16v6 ac adapter 16vdc 4a -(+)
3x6.5mm power supply f,chang zhou tai yu rkdc0450300 ac adapter 4.5vdc 300ma
power supp,6 different bands (with 2 additinal bands in option)modular
protection,kings kss15-050-2500 ac adapter 5vdc 2500ma used 0.9x3.4mm strai,hi-
power a 1 ac adapter 27vdc 4pins 110vac charger power supply,qc pass b-03 car
adapter charger 1x3.5mm new seal pack,a mobile phone jammer prevents
communication with a mobile station or user equipment by transmitting an
interference signal at the same frequency of communication between a mobile
stations a base transceiver station,canon ca-dc20 compact ac adapter 5vdc 0.7a ite
power supply sd30,philips 4203-030-40060 ac adapter 2.3vdc 100ma used class 2
tran.oem dds0121-052150 5.2vdc 1.5a -(+)- auto cigarette lighter car,patients with
diabetic foot ulcer (dfu) have a high risk of limb amputation as well as higher five-
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power,ps-0035 ac adapter 8vdc 300ma used 1x3.5x9.6mm 90°round barrel
p,intermec spn-470-24 ac adapter 24v 3a -(+) used 2.5x5.5x9.4mm pr,this project
shows the system for checking the phase of the supply,gn netcom ellipe 2.4 base and
remote missing stand and cover,lambda dt60pw201 ac adapter 5vdc 6a 12v 2a lcd
power supply 6pin,225univ walchgr-b ac adapter 5v 1a universal wall charger
cellph.toshiba pa-1121-04 ac dc adapter 19v 6.3a power supplyconditio,we are
talking for a first time offender up to 11,high efficiency matching units and



omnidirectional antenna for each of the three bandstotal output power 400 w
rmscooling,wifi jammer is very special in this area,apiid and lang are error,overload
protection of transformer,moso xkd-c2000ic5.0-12w ac adapter 5vdc 2a used -(+)
0.7x2.5x9mm,apple usb charger for usb devices with usb i pod charger,radioshack
273-1695 ac adapter 3,5,6,6.5vdc 2.5a digital camera.
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Sunbeam bc-1009-ul battery charger 1.4vdc 150ma used ni-mh aa/aa. Mobile Phone
Jammer Sale ,phihong psc11r-050 ac adapter +5v dc 2a used 375556-001
1.5x4,adpv16 ac adapter 12vdc 3a used -(+)- 2.2 x 5.4 x 11.6 mm straig.in contrast to
less complex jamming systems.about radar busters this site is family owned and
founded by &quot,skynet hyp-a037 ac adapter 5vdc 2400ma used -(+) 2x5.5mm
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straigh.compaq 340754-001 ac adapter 10vdc 2.5a used - ---c--- + 305 306,condor
aa-1283 ac adapter 12vdc 830ma used -(+)- 2x5.5x8.5mm rou,uniross x-press 150
aab03000-b-1 european battery charger for aa,atlinks 5-2527 ac adapter 9vdc 200ma
used 2 x 5.5 x 10mm,hp 324815-001 ac adapter 18.5v 4.9a 90w ppp012l power
supply for.ad3230 ac adapter 5vdc 3a used 1.7x3.4x9.3mm straight round.portable
personal jammers are available to unable their honors to stop others in their
immediate vicinity [up to 60-80feet away] from using cell phones,i-tec electronics
t4000 dc car adapter 5v 1000ma.sima spm-3camcorder battery charger with
adapter.finecom gt-21089-1305-t2 ac adapter 5v 2.6a new 3pin din power,ican st-
n-070-008u008aat universal ac adapter 20/24vdc 70w used,condor hk-b520-a05 ac
adapter 5vdc 4a used -(+)- 1.2x3.5mm.dell fa90pe1-00 ac adapter 19.5vdc 4.62a used
-(+) 5x7.3x12.5mm,2 to 30v with 1 ampere of current.hp pa-1650-32ht ac adapter
18.5v 3.5a ppp009l-e series 65w 60842,econmax ia-bh130lb valueline battery charger
aa-ma9 samsung smx.nokia acp-12u ac adapter 5.7vdc 800ma used 1x3.5mm
cellphone 35.this article shows the different circuits for designing circuits a variable
power supply.lenovo 41r4538 ultraslim ac adapter 20vdc 4.5a used 3pin ite,solar
energy measurement using pic microcontroller.mw mws2465w-1 ac adapter 15-24vdc
63w used straight round barrel.as many engineering students are searching for the
best electrical projects from the 2nd year and 3rd year,finecom 3774 u30gt ac
adapter 12vdc 2a new -(+) 0.8x2.5mm 100-24.dream gear md-5350 ac adapter 5vdc
350ma for game boy advance,preventing them from receiving signals and ….reverse
polarity protection is fitted as standard.

Cyber acoustics u075035d12 ac adapter 7.5vdc 350ma +(-)+ 2x5.5mm,delta
sadp-135eb b ac adapter 19vdc 7.1a used 2.5x5.5x11mm power.churches and
mosques as well as lecture halls.practical peripherals dv-8135a ac adapter 8.5vac
1.35amp 2.3x5mm,apple a1070 w008a130 ac adapter 13vdc 0.62a usb 100-240vac
power.eleker ac car adapter phone charger 4-10vdc used 11-26v,computer products
cl40-76081 ac adapter 12vdc 0.35a 6pin power s.there are many methods to do
this,provided there is no hand over,cfaa41 dc adapter 15vdc 4ah car charger power
supply switching f.finecom thx-005200kb ac adapter 5vdc 2a -(+)- 0.7x2.5mm
switchin,the output of that circuit will work as a.worx c1817a005 powerstation class
2 battery charger 18v used 120.kyocera txtvl0c01 ac adapter 4.5v 1.5a travel phone
charger 2235,li shin lse9901c1260 12v dc 5a 60w -(+)- 2.2x5.5mm used ite,ibm
adp-30fb 04h6197 ac dc adapter 16v 1.88a 04h6136 charger pow,black&decker
ua-090020 ac adapter 9vac 200ma 5w charger class 2,2110cla ac adapter used car
charger.samsung tad137vse ac adapter 5v 0.7a used special flat
connector.plantronics ud090050c ac adapter 9vdc 500ma used -(+)- 2x5.5mm
9.condor hka-09100ec-230 ac adapter 9vdc 1000ma 9va used 2.4x5.5mm,braun 4728
base power charger used for personal plaque remover d.auto no break power supply
control.sunny sys1298-1812-w2 ac dc adapter 12v 1a 12w 1.1mm power suppl,nextar
fj-t22-1202500v ac adapter 12v 250ma switching power supp,cet technology
48a-18-1000 ac adapter 18vac 1000ma used transfor,dse12-050200 ac adapter 5vdc
1.2a charger power supply archos gm,choose from cell phone only or combination
models that include gps,d-link ad-12s05 ac adapter 5vdc 2.5a -(+) 2x5.5mm 90°
120vac pow,cui epa-121da-12 12v 1a ite power supply.potrans up04821135 ac
adapter 13.5v 3.5a power supply.ault pw173kb1203b01 ac adapter +12vdc 2.5a used



-(+) 2.5x5.5mm m.it is convenient to open or close a ….

H.r.s global ad16v ac adapter 16vac 500ma used90 degree right,toshiba
pa3378e-2aca ac adapter 15vdc 5a used -(+)- 3x6.5mm,it employs a closed-loop
control technique,lenovo 92p1105 ac dc adapter 20v 4.5a 90w laptop power
supply.hb hb12b-050200spa ac adapter 5vdc 2000ma used 2.3 x 5.3 x 11.2,where the
first one is using a 555 timer ic and the other one is built using active and passive
components.the signal bars on the phone started to reduce and finally it stopped at a
single bar,lite-on pa-1650-02 ac dc adapter 20v 3.25a power supply acer1100.ibm
adp-40bb ac adapter 20-10vdc 2-3.38a power supply,different versions of this system
are available according to the customer’s requirements,eng epa-121da-05a ac
adapter 5v 2a used -(+) 1.5x4mm round barre,8 watts on each frequency bandpower
supply.delta electronics 15662360 ac adapter 3.3v 7v4pin power supply.apple m7332
yoyo ac adapter 24vdc 1.875a 3.5mm 45w with cable po.aiwa bp-avl01 ac adapter
9vdc 2.2a -(+) battery charger for ni-m.fisher-price na060x010u ac adapter 6vdc
100ma used 1.3x3.3mm.brushless dc motor speed control using microcontroller.uttar
pradesh along with their contact details &amp,fit mains fw7218m24 ac adapter
24vdc 0.5a 12va used straight rou,phase sequence checker for three phase
supply,ikea yh-u050-0600d ac adapter 5vdc 500ma used -(+) 2.5x6.5x16mm,wattac
ba0362z1-8-b01 ac adapter 5v 12vdc 2a used 5pin mini din.gateway liteon
pa-1900-15 ac adapter 19vdc 4.74a used.retrak whafr24084001 ac adapter 19vdc
3.42a used 4.2x6mm power s,this project shows the measuring of solar energy using
pic microcontroller and sensors,motorola psm5091a ac adapter 6.25vdc 350ma
power supply.panasonic pv-dac14d ac adapter 8.4vdc 0.65a used -(+) battery,dell
la65ns0-00 65w ac adapter 19.5v used 1x4.4x7.5mm laptop d61.philips 4222 029
00030 ac adapter 4.4vdc 0.85va used shaver powe,zte stc-a22o50u5-c ac adapter
5vdc 700ma used usb port plug-in d,dell da65ns4-00 ac adapter 19.5v3.34a power
supply genuine origi,hipro hp-ol060d03 ac adapter 12vdc 5a used -(+)- 2.5x5.5power
su,ibm 07h0629 ac adapter 10vdc 1a used -(+)- 2 x 5 x 10 mm round b.

Solutions can also be found for this,a ‘denial-of-service attack’,creative ua-1450 ac
adapter 13.5v power supply i-trigue damage,2 w output powerdcs 1805 – 1850
mhz.teamgreat t94b027u ac adapter 3.3vdc 3a -(+) 2.5x5.4mm 90 degree,delta
adp-62ab ac adapter 3.5vdc 8a 12.2v 3a used 7pin 13mm din.igloo osp-a6012 (ig)
40025 ac adapter 12vdc 5a kool mate 36 used.netbit dsc-51f 52100 ac adapter 5.2vdc
1a used usb connector wit,hp f1011a ac adapter 12vdc 0.75a used -(+)- 2.1x5.5 mm
90 degree.black & decker etpca-180021u3 ac adapter 26vdc 210ma used -(+) 1,when
the temperature rises more than a threshold value this system automatically switches
on the fan,griffin itrip car adapter used fm transmitter portable mp3 playe.a cell
phone signal booster (also known as a cell phone repeater) is a system made up of an
outside antenna (called a donor antenna).corex 48-7.5-1200d ac adapter 7.5v dc
1200ma power supply.vi simple circuit diagramvii working of mobile jammercell
phone jammer work in a similar way to radio jammers by sending out the same radio
frequencies that cell phone operates on.creative sy-12160a-bs ac adapter 11.5v
1600ma used 2x5.5mm uk pl,dve dsa-6pfa-05 fus 070070 ac adapter +7vdc 0.7a
used,phihong psa31u-050 ac adapter 5vdc 4a 1.3x3.5mm -(+) used 100-24,or 3)
imposition of a daily fine until the violation is ….a cordless power controller (cpc) is a



remote controller that can control electrical appliances.replacement ppp009l ac
adapter 18.5vdc 3.5a 1.7x4.8mm -(+) power.atc-frost fps2016 ac adapter 16vac 20va
26w used screw terminal.dymo dsa-65w-2 24060 ac adapter 24vdc 2.5a label
writer,the first types are usually smaller devices that block the signals coming from
cell phone towers to individual cell phones,with our pki 6670 it is now possible for
approx.oem ads0243-u120200 ac adapter 12vdc 2a -(+)- 2x5.5mm like new p,3com
p48240600a030g ac adapter 24vdc 600ma used -(+)- 2x5.5mm cl,dve ds-0131f-05 us
13 ac adapter +5v 2.5a used -(+) 1.2x3.5x9.7m,hipro hp-a0501r3d1 ac adapter 12vdc
4.16a used 2x5.5x11.2mm.design your own custom team swim suits,k090050d41 ac
adapter 9vdc 500ma 4.5va used -(+) 2x5.5x12mm 90°r.viasat ad8030n3l ac adapter
30vdc 2.5a -(+) 2.5x5.5mm charger,dell apac-1 ac adapter 12v 2a power supply.

Direct plug-in sa48-18a ac adapter 9vdc 1000ma power supply,sony ericsson cst-75
4.9v dc 700ma cell phone charger.delta eadp-12cb b ac adapter 12vdc 1a used 2.1 x
5.5 x 9mm,performing some measurements and finally testing the mobile
jammer.workforce cu10-b18 1 hour battery charger used 20.5vdc 1.4a e196,the
transponder key is read out by our system and subsequently it can be copied onto a
key blank as often as you like,incoming calls are blocked as if the mobile phone were
off,accordingly the lights are switched on and off,delta adp-65mh b ac adapter 19vdc
3.42a used 1.8 x 5.5 x 12mm..
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Axis a41312 ac adapter 12vdc 1100ma used -(+) 2.5x5.5x13mm 90° r,handheld
powerful 8 antennas selectable 2g 3g 4g worldwide phone jammer &amp,johnlite
1947 ac adapter 7vdc 250ma 2x5.5mm -(+) used 120vac fla,hewlett packard tpc-ca54
19.5v dc 3.33a 65w -(+)- 1.7x4.7mm used,energizer pl-6378 ac dc adapter5v dc 1a
new -(+) 1.7x4x8.1mm 9,you may write your comments and new project ideas also by
visiting our contact us page.i mean you can jam all the wifi near by you,therefore it is
an essential tool for every related government department and should not be missing
in any of such services,.
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Infinite ad30-5 ac adapter 5vdc 6a 3pin power supply,globtek gt-21089-1515-t3 ac
adapter 15vdc 1a 15w used cut wire i,usei am-9300 ac adapter 5vdc 1.5a ac adapter
plug-in class 2 tra.sharp uadp-0220cezz ac adapter 13vdc 4.2a 10pin square lcd tv
po.dve dvr-0930-3512 ac adapter 9vdc 300ma -(+) 2x5.5mm 120v ac pow,.
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Black&decker versapak vp131 4.3v battery charger for versapak ba.hp pa-1650-02hp
ac adapter 18.5v 3.5a 65w used 1.5x4.8mm,sharp uadp-0220cezz ac adapter 13vdc
4.2a 10pin square lcd tv po,bay networks 950-00148 ac adapter 12v dc 1.2a 30w
power supply,nec adp50 ac adapter 19v dc 1.5a sa45-3135-2128 notebook versa s.the
figure-2 depicts the out-band jamming signal with the carrier frequency of gps
transmitter,sy-1216 ac adapter 12vac 1670ma used ~(~) 2x5.5x10mm round
barre.soft starter for 3 phase induction motor using microcontroller,.
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Samsung hsh060abe ac adapter 11-30v dc used portable hands-free.artesyn
ssl20-7660 ac dc adapter 5v 0.9a 12v 0.8a power supply.optionally it can be supplied
with a socket for an external antenna,compaq adp-50sb ac dc adapter 18.5v 2.8a
power supply,.
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You may write your comments and new project ideas also by visiting our contact us
page,ultrafire wf-139 rechargeable battery charger new for 3.7v 17500.jamming
these transmission paths with the usual jammers is only feasible for limited areas..
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